INSTINCT,  INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
oases.    One feels this happening to oneself with new words,
as happened to the psychologist who thought that a " gadget"
was part of an aeroplane, since he first heard it used about
a flying machine which " had too many gadgets about it" :
but presently came across the slang word in other connections
and realized gradually its meaning as a mechanical device of
a pernickety kind often but not always ancillary to a larger
machine;   as a self-starter, a special backsight, a patent
cigar lighter, or a new kind of damper.    With children it
must happen very frequently.   A little boy aged three years
and five months heard his parents, discussing accounts, use
the word " balance," and interrupted to say cc hedgehogs
have balances," to which assertion he   stoutly  adhered,
repudiating the suggestion that perhaps he meant quills.
" Hedgehogs have balances, those things you weigh clothes
with—spring balances.    In that story gran'ma told me the
hedgehog said, * I'm very sorry, I've just lost my balance.9"
Here was a pretty confusion between three meanings of the
word balance: and I feel fairly sure that H.'s first interrup-
tion was occasioned by his feeling of something wrong with
the word, for often he used a new word wrongly, or rather,
in an unusual way, and looked around at us to see how we
took it.    One sees this tendency in children at work, as it
were, from both ends      In the above example H. was
assuming that the word, when met with, would always mean
the weighing machine.    He was associating the one thing
with all the words, whatever their context—and, indeed,
in a higher stage we come to recognize that there is a common
element of balancing two things against one another in
all the uses of the word.   At the other end is the assumption
that one word will do for a large number of things, the trick
which children so often show of extending a particular name
to cover a wider class, as " daddy " for all grown-up men.
H *s cousin, on a walk with me one day, leaned over a
fence against which I was holding him and called " puss
puss, puss " to some sheep.   H. extended the word " dickies'
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